[The role of Schaffer's collaterals in the sensory responses of the neurons of hippocampal field CA1].
In experiments with extracellular recording from the field CA1 pyramidal neurons in unanaesthetized rabbits the functional role of the Schaffer's collaterals (Sc) was investigated. Simultaneous presentation of sensory stimuli and Sc stimulation uniformly resulted in increase in duration of the post-excitatory inhibitory phase. In experiments with electrolytic lesion of the CA3 in the hippocampal segment, where recording from the CA1 was performed, background neuronal activity was normal. Reactions to sensory stimuli were preserved and had typical of the CA1 differentiated characteristics. The number of neurons with inhibitory responses to sensory stimuli was reduced. Habituation of responses was almost absent. Gradual increase in reactions duration up to prolonged increase of the background activity level was observed with repeated presentations of the stimuli. It is suggested that the influences of the field CA3 (through Sc) are not necessary for organization of sensory reactions in the CA1, but somehow participate in their limitation and inhibition.